
ABBREVATIONS
* = Most Frequent Word list   

'`
one [as a numerical letter]    
first letter of the alphabet    

x''dc`
oFW` ¦xd̈ mc̈ ῭  - the First Adam     

 e"`
x ¥nF` - saying     

 l''f`
dk̈ẍ §a¦l mp̈Fx §k ¦f Ex §n ῭  - they said, may     

their memory be a blessing     
g''A h''`

alef, tet, bet, het      
e''C f''B g''A h''`

alef, tet; bet, het; gimel, zayin; dalet, vav     
i''`

l ¥̀ ẍ §U¦i u ¤x ῭  - the Land of Israel    
l''`*

Fl x ©n ῭  - he said to him, he asked him   
 'n`

x ©n ῭  - he said     
     b''r`

a©B l ©r s ©̀  - although   
       d''r`

Of Abraham: mFlẄ ©d eil ©r Epi ¦a`     
- our father, peace upon him     

       ''it` 
ENi ¦t£̀ - even 

x''`*
   i ¦A ©x x ©n ῭  - Rabbi [x] said    

W''x`
oFr §n ¦W i ¦A ©x x ©n ῭  - Rabbi Shimon said    

 z''`
`n̈§i ¥z i ¦̀  - if you say       

                     W''A z''` 
      device for letter permutation, Atbash     

                                                                           'a
two [as a numerical letter]     
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Bet [second letter of the alphabet]      
c''bA

because, for, so that      
k''bA*

jM̈ oi ¦b §A - since, because of this,     
 therefore, so     

p''kdiA
z ¤q¤p §M ©d zi ¥A - the synagogue    

p''a*
W©p x ©A - human being, person    

x''a
i ¦A ©x x ©A - son of Rabbi...    

e''nkWA
c¤rë ml̈Fr§l FzEk§l ©n cFa §M m ¥W jExÄ    

- Blessed be the name of His    
glorious kingdom forever and ever    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                      'b
                                                                    three [as numerical letter]     

Gimmel [third letter of the alphabet]     
                                                                              r''b

                                                                               o ¤c¥r o©B - the Garden of Eden      
                                                                                'c

                                                    Dalet [fourth letter of the alphabet]       
     four [as numerical letter]        

                                                                               `''c* 
x ¥g ῭  xäC̈ - alternatively     

                                                                                                                   'weC
`ẅ §e ©C - precisely     

                                                                                 'd*
                                                         Heh [fifth letter of the alphabet]      

     five [as numerical letter]      
*Adonay: the Tetragrammeton      

   c''dd*
ai ¦z §k ¦C `Ed `c̈d̈ - as it is written     

 p''d
i ¥np̈ i ¦kd̈ - so too, so     

u''td
he, pe, final tsadi      
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d''awd*
`Ed ji ¦x §A `Ẅ §cEw ©d- the blessed Holy One     

'p̈n̈ §xŸd
`p̈n̈ §xEd - decree, authority, will     

'e
Vav [sixth letter of the alphabet]     

six [as a numerical letter]  
k''baE*

jM̈ oi ¦b §AE - therefore, since, so,     
because of this     

'Fb §e*
x ¥nFb §e - etc.; and so forth    

h''ie
oi ¦aḧ oi ¦nFi §e - and festivals    

'eke*
i¥lEk §e - and so on; etc.    

c''re*

`C̈ l ©r §e - concerning this     
c''kr §e

 `C̈ lM̈ m ¦r §e - nevertheless     
'f

Zayin [seventh letter of the alphabet]   
seven [as a numerical letter]   

l''f
aFh©l xEkf̈ - may he be remembered for good;  

of blessed memory   
x''f

zayin, resh: inital letters in Gen 5:1   
 'g

Het [eighth letter of the alphabet]   
eight [as a numerical letter]   

e''g
mFlẄ §e q ©g - Heaven forbid   

 'h
Tet [ninth letter of the alphabet]   

nine [as a numerical letter]   
  'i

Yod [tenth letter of the alphabet]   
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ten [as a numerical letter]   
d''i

yod, heh:   
Initial letters of the Tetragrammaton  

k''dFi
mi ¦xER ¦M ©d mFi - Yom Kippur   

'ii*
pronounced Adonay; the Tetragrammaton;   

 substitute for the holy name   
'k

Kaf [eleventh letter of the alphabet]   
twenty [as a numerical letter]   

a''k
twenty-two [= number of letters   

in Hebrew alphabet]    
`''ck*

x ©n §z ¦̀ §C dn̈ §M - as was said    
d''M

twenty-five    
b''dM

`p̈e §eb̈ i` ©d §M - similarly    
E''fEM

Kuzu: an encoded form of    
the Tetragrammeton    

   i''M
l ¥̀ ẍ §U¦i z ¤q¤p §M - the Assembly of Israel    

M''M
JM̈ lM̈ - so much, so f   

W''M
o ¥M ¤W lM̈ - all the more so, especially, certainly   

'iz §M
ai ¦z §M - written   

Lamed [twelfth letter of the alphabet]   'l
thirty [as a numerical letter]     

Mem [thirteenth letter of the alphabet]  'n
forty [as a numerical letter]      

a''n
forty-two; concerns the    

forty-two letter divine name   
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W''dn
z ¥xẄ ©d i ¥k£̀ §l ©n - ministering angels   

e''n
mem, vav     

h''n
`n̈£r ©h i` ©n - what does this mean?; why?    

forty-nine [numerical value of letters]    
d''lin

Deut 30:12: Dn̈i ©nẄ ©d Ep̈l d¤l£rï i ¦n    
- ''who will go for us up to Heaven?”   

l''n
öl `p̈ §n - how do we know?   

c''dln
d ¤nFC xäC̈ ©d dn̈§l lẄn̈ - A parable    

to what can this be compared?   
j''tvpn

Five Hebrew letters with final forms   
  W''n

`p̈ §W i` ©n - what is different?    
'ipzn

oi ¦zi¦p §z ©n - our Mishnah   
'p

Nun [fourteenth letter of the alphabet]    
fifty [as numerical letter]    

`''p1 *
`p̈i ¦x£g ©̀  `g̈ §qFp - variant reading    

'q
Samekh [fifteenth letter of the alphabet]   

sixty [as numerical letter]   
`''q*

mi ¦xg̈£̀  mi ¦xẗ §q - other books; other versions   
`ẍ£g ©̀  `ẍ §h ¦q - * the Other Side   

zFI ¦zF` i ¥x §h ¦q - Secrets of the Letters   
  c''q

JŸ §r ©C `ẅ§N ©q - did it occur to you?   

1. If you’re using the critical Aramaic text of Daniel Matt, this parenthetical abbreviation will not appear. Why?
Because Matt compared the best variant readings to arrive at his final text. But if you’re using the standard
edition of Reuven Margaliot, or the links on this website, this is very frequent.
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z''q
dẍFY x ¤t ¥q - Torah scroll   

r'
Ayin [sixteenth letter of the alphabet]     

seventy [as numerical letter]     
e''k`r

dÖ ©k §e dÖ ©M z ©g ©̀  l ©r - how much more   
a''r

seventy-two [numerical value of the letters]   
the divine name of 72 letters   

b''r
i ¥A©B l ©r - on, upon    

c''r
`C̈ l ©r - concerning this    

   d''r
u ¤x ῭ ©d m ©r ,`ẅẍ ©̀ ©d m ©r - ignorant person     

f''r
d ©x©f dc̈Fa£r - idolatry; Avodah Zarah     

i''r
  `c̈§i l ©r - by, by means of   

k''r
o ©r §M c ©r - until now, until here, yet   

c''kr
`C̈ lM̈ m ¦r - nevertheless    

m''ekr
i¥l §f ©nE `iakŸk z ©cFa£r - idolaters; Gentile   

t''kr
mi¦pR̈ lM̈ l ©r - in any case  

W''r
zÄ ©W a ¤x¤r - Sabbath eve   

'R ,t
Peh, Feh [seventeenth letter of the alphabet]    

eighty [as numerical letter]   
q'' ¥C §x©R

mnemonic for methods of interpreting Torah:    
peshat, remez, derash , sod     

Tzadi [eighteenth letter of the alphabet]  'v
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ninety [as numerical letter]     
'w

Kof [the nineteenth letter of the alphabet]    
one hundred [as numerical letter]   

 
d''aw

 `Ed ji ¦x §A `ÿ §c ªw - the blessed Holy One    
x''w

Kof - Resh    
W''w

r ©n §W z ῭ i ¦x §w - recitation of the Shema    
'x*

Resh [twentieth letter of the alphabet]    
two hundred [as numerical letter]   

i ¦A ©x - Rabbi    
g''x

W ¤cFg W Ÿ̀x - the new moon    
d''nx

two hundred forty five [numerical value of the letters]    
g''nx

two hundred forty eight [numerical value of letters]    
p''x

on̈ §g©p a ©x - Rav Nachman   
i''AWx

i` ©gei x ©A oer §n ¦W 'x - R. Shimon bar Yohai;   
Rashbi    

'W
Shin [twenty-first letter of the alphabet]   

three hundred [as numerical letter]   
k''AW

a ©z §k ¦A ¤W - written; used of written law/Torah   
R''rAW

d ¤R l ©r §A ¤W - oral; used of oral law/Talmud    
d''qy

three hundred sixty five [numerical value of letters]   
    u''W

xEA ¦v ©gi¦lẄ - cantor  
'z
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Tav [the twenty-second and final letter of the alphabet]   
four hundred [as numerical letter]   

g''z*
1-  i¥fg̈ `Ÿ - Come and see!   

2- mk̈g̈ ci ¦n§l ©Y - scholar   
l''Y

x ©nFl cEn§l ©Y - the text teaches   
x''Y

op̈Ä ©x EpŸ - our Rabbis taught   
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